Preface

“The manner in which the electron density is disposed in a molecule has not received the attention its importance would seem to merit. Unlike the energy of a molecular system which requires a knowledge of the second-order density matrix for its evaluation \[a\] many of the observable properties of a molecule are determined in whole or in part by the simple three-dimensional electron-density distribution. In fact, these properties provide a direct measure of a wide spectrum of different moments averaged directly over the density distribution. Thus the diamagnetic susceptibility, the dipole moment, the diamagnetic contribution to the nuclear screening constant, the electric field, and the electric field gradient (as obtained from nuclear quadrupole coupling constants) provide a measure of (aside from any angular dependencies) \(\langle r_i^2 \rangle\), \(\langle r_i \rangle\), \(\langle r_i^{-1} \rangle\), \(\langle r_i^{-2} \rangle\), and \(\langle r_i^{-3} \rangle\), respectively. The electric field at a nucleus due to the electron density distribution is of particular interest due to the theorem derived by Hellmann \[b\] and Feynman \[c\]. They have demonstrated that the force acting on a nucleus in a molecule is determined by the electric field at that nucleus due to the other nuclei and to the electron-density distribution.”

\[b\] J. Hellman, *Einführung in die Quantenchemie* (Detiche, Leipzig, Germany, 1937)

Richard F.W. Bader and Glenys A. Jones (1963) \[a\]

It has been sixteen years since the publication of Richard Bader’s classic 1990 treatise “Atoms in Molecules: A Quantum Theory” \[b\]. The theory was founded on the recognition that the electron density plays a critical role in explaining and understanding the experimental observations of chemistry. Bader’s work is among the earliest to draw attention to the importance of the electron density in chemistry, as the opening quotation, predating the discovery of the Hohenberg–Kohn
theorem, suggests. This 1963 paper includes an early example of molecular electron density contour plots (of the ammonia molecule).

Bader’s fundamental work in the sixties on molecular electron density distributions (Table 1) laid the foundations for the theory which was developed in the seventies and eighties by his research group, which became known as the theory of atoms in molecules (AIM). In more recent literature this theory is often called the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) in recognition of its rigorous basis in quantum mechanics [2–6]. The theory relates the concepts of chemistry, for example chemical structure, chemical bonding, transferability of functional groups, and chemical reactivity, to the topology of the underlying electron-density distribution(s). QTAIM has, in effect, moved theoretical chemistry into real three-dimensional space [7]. In Bader’s words:

“The charge [electron] density provides a description of the distribution of charge throughout real space and is the bridge between the concept of state functions in Hilbert space and the physical model of matter in real space.” [2]

By defining “proper open quantum systems” as special bounded regions within a closed (whole) system, followed by the identification of these regions as “atoms in molecules”, the quantum theory of atoms in molecules brought quantum mechanics into applicability to an atom within a molecule. When a molecular property can be expressed in terms of a property density, the contribution of an atom to that molecular property can be obtained by integrating this density over the bounded volume of that atom in the molecule. In this way every atom in a molecule or crystal is characterized by a set of physical properties, each of which corresponds to a molecular property. These atomic properties, naturally, add up to those of the total molecular system and, for this reason, parallel and recover the properties of the atoms of experimental chemistry [8]. In this sense, the quantum theory of atoms in molecules is the quantum mechanics of atoms within molecules and crystals [9–11].

The virial theorem, which governs the relationship between the potential and kinetic energies of a molecule, occupies a prominent place in molecular quantum mechanics. This theorem has been generalized by Bader from its global statement (which applies to the molecule as a whole) to a local statement defined at every point in space [10]. In other words, the theorem has been re-written in its most general form which applies at every point of space in terms of scalar functions of space, i.e. densities. This very important generalization, known as the “local statement of the virial theorem”, Eq. (54) in Ref. [10] and Eq. (10) in Chapter 1, is, perhaps, and to the best of our knowledge, the only known local relationship between the energy densities and the electron density that applies everywhere in space. More precisely, the local virial theorem relates the potential energy density and the kinetic energy density distributions locally to a function of the electron density, namely, its Laplacian [2, 10]. Bader also postulated [12], and later showed [2, 13–15] that the integrated form of this theorem, discovered before its local expression, translates into a virial theorem satisfied by each atom within a molecule.


*This paper presents an early formulation of the symmetry rules predicting the outcome of unimolecular and bimolecular reactions. Kenichi Fukui describes this paper as “the important theory of Bader” in his 1981 Nobel Lecture in the paragraph he devotes to “names which are worthy of special mention”.

---

Table 1 Early Publications (nineteen-sixties) on molecular electron density distributions by Professor Richard F.W. Bader.
or an extended system (Eq. (33) of Chapter 1). This result, termed the “atomic virial theorem”, in its turn led to the definition of the energy of an atom within a larger system, for example a molecule or a crystal, i.e. an “atomic energy”. The energy of an atom in a molecule, a very desirable quantity, remained totally elusive until the discovery of the atomic virial theorem, because this energy must, for example, include contributions from the nuclear–nuclear repulsion energy, contributions which are not trivial to partition on an atom-by-atom basis (Chapters 1 and 3).

Bader’s early studies of molecular electron density distributions (Table 1) coincided with the ground-breaking formulation of modern density functional theory (DFT) [16] in 1964 and 1965 by Walter Kohn and his co-workers [17, 18]. Contemporary DFT functionals (for example those developed by Axel Becke [19–22], and Lee et al. [23]) are capable of achieving chemical accuracy and of producing electron-density maps of unprecedented quality, and rapidly.

The advent of DFT, the spectacular increase in the power of computers, and algorithmic advances all led to an explosive growth in the number of studies applying the quantum theory of atoms in molecules to a very wide range of problems (as will be seen in this book) from solid-state physics; to the science of materials; to surface science; to X-ray analyses; to organic, physical–organic, organometallic, and inorganic chemistry; and to biochemistry and drug design. Accurate calculated (and experimental) electron-density maps of larger and larger systems are now routinely computed and analyzed using the QTAIM.

The theory has also benefited significantly from parallel advances in accurate X-ray crystallography. The development of multipolar refinement techniques, pioneered by Hansen and Coppens [24–26], coupled with low-temperature data collection and ever-more sensitive CCD detectors, has enabled crystallographers, for the first time, to obtain high-resolution experimental electron-density maps of quality sufficient to capture the fine details of the electron density in the bonding regions between atoms. Nowadays, crystallographers rely routinely on QTAIM to decode the wealth of chemical information contained in accurate experimental electron-density maps, bringing crystallography and chemical theory closer than ever before (see, for example, Refs [25–28] and the literature cited therein).

Bader’s landmark book [2], which includes (but is more than) an authoritative review of the theory up to 1990, sets forth the development and principles of this theory and explains how the atoms of experiment arise naturally from the laws of quantum mechanics. Since 1990 the field of QTAIM has grown dramatically both conceptually and in terms of the volume of publications and citations, a growth that has been reflected in several reviews (see, for example, Refs [3–6, 25–30]). In 1996, a special issue of the Canadian Journal of Chemistry was dedicated to Richard Bader on the occasion of his 65th birthday [31]. The objective of this book is to cover the developments in this field since the publication of Bader’s book.

QTAIM is rigorous, beautiful, and powerful. It provides a unifying thread of physical insight in chemistry, which explains its popularity. The breadth of QTAIM and its applications renders a comprehensive treatment of all its ramifi-
cations impossible in a book of this size. We have therefore sampled research in QTAIM by extending invitations to a necessarily incomplete group of world-leading researchers to review their respective contributions to the field. This has resulted in a volume written by fifty authors representing thirteen countries in five different continents (a list of contributors is given below). Despite this impressive list of contributors, we could not possibly have invited all the leaders of the field, unavoidable omissions for which we do apologize. These omissions, however, do not diminish the value of the phenomenal cross-section and depth of current fundamental and applied research in QTAIM that has been captured in this book.

As the editors of this book it is with considerable humility that we start with our own introductory chapter. The only reason for this choice is to facilitate the reading of the remainder of the book by introducing the basic concepts and terminology. The order of the other parts and chapters is purely and exclusively based on what we think is their logical order. All chapters, including our own, have been carefully refereed by at least three independent reviewers and were all revised and corrected before final acceptance.

The book is divided into five parts. The introductory chapter is followed by Part II which concentrates on the fundamental advances in the theory itself. Part II reviews the rapid development in the applications of the QTAIM to periodic systems (solid state and surfaces). Part III focuses on developments resulting from the synergy between experimental highly accurate X-ray crystallography and the QTAIM, with particular emphasis on the electron density of large biological molecules. Part IV deals with the wide diversity of applications of the QTAIM in organic, physical organic, and organometallic chemistry, and reviews the characterization of conventional and non-conventional chemical bonding. Part V reports on important developments in the use of QTAIM in the modeling of biological molecules and drug design.

We would like to thank each one of the authors individually for his or her invaluable contribution to this volume, and we thank Professor Axel D. Becke for writing the Foreword. We are much indebted to our publisher, Wiley–VCH, and its staff for their continual support, professionalism, and invaluable help, with special thanks to Nele Denzau, Dr. Tim Kersebohm, Dr. Romy Kirsten, Claudia Nussbeck, Dr. Martin Ottmar, Dr. Gudrun Walter, and Dr. Waltraud Wüst. We are particularly grateful for the care, rigor, and effort of our peer-reviewers (many of whom are also among the authors of chapters in this book): Professor Richard F.W. Bader, Dr. Miguel Blanco, Professor Curt M. Breneman, Dr. Clémence Corminboeuf, Professor Katherine V. Darvesh, Dr. Jason R. Dwyer, Dr. Carlo Gatti, Professor Kathleen M. Gough, Professor Sławomir J. Grabowski, Professor George L. Heard, Professor Jesús Hernández-Trujillo, Dr. Sian T. Howard, Professor Claude Lecomte, Professor Victor Luaña, Professor Peter Luger, Dr. Piero Macchi, Professor Preston J. MacDougall, Professor Louis J. Massa, Professor Angel Martín Pendás, Dr. James A. Platts, Dr. Paul L.A. Popelier, Dr. Kathy N. Robertson, Professor Bernard Silvi, Professor Vladimir G. Tsirelson, and Dr. Elizabeth A. Zhurova – we thank them all.
It is with delight that we dedicate this work to Professor Richard F.W. Bader on the occasion of his 75th birthday.

Halifax, October 2006

Chérif F. Matta and Russell J. Boyd
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